Weather Terms – (Worksheet 2)

leeward
lightning
low
macroburst
meteorologist
meteorology
microburst
mist
mistral wind
moisture
monsoon
muggy
NEXRAD
nimbostratus
nimbus
normal
nowcast
outflow
outlook
overcast
ozone
parhelion
permafrost
polar
pollutant
precipitation
pressure
radar
radiation
rain
rainbow
ridge
sandstorm
scattered
shower
sky
sleet
slush
smog
smoke
snow
snowfall
snowflake
snowsquall
snowstorm
spring
squall
steam
storm
stratocumulus
stratosphere
stratus
subtropical
summer
sun
sunrise
sunset
supercell
surge
swell
temperature
thaw
thorough
thermal
thermometer
thunder
thunderstorm
tornado	race
Tropic
tropical
troposphere
trough
turbulence
twilight
twister
typhoon
unstable
updraft
upwelling
upwind
visibility
vortex
warm
warning
water
waterspout
weather
weathering
weathervane
wedge
westerlies
whirlwind
whiteout
wind
winter
zone
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